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Abstract—Bloom Filters should particularly suit network devices, because of their low theoretical memory-access rates.
However, in practice, since memory is often divided into blocks
and Bloom Filters hash elements into several arbitrary memory
blocks, Bloom Filters actually need high memory-access rates.
On the other hand, hashing all Bloom Filter elements into a
single memory block to solve this problem also yields high false
positive rates.
In this paper, we propose to implement load-balancing schemes
for the choice of the memory block, along with an optional
overflow list, resulting in improved false positive rates while
keeping a high memory-access efficiency. To study this problem,
we define, analyze and solve a fundamental access-constrained
balancing problem, where incoming elements need to be optimally
balanced across resources while satisfying average and instantaneous constraints on the number of memory accesses associated
with checking the current load of the resources. We then build
on this problem to suggest a new access-efficient Bloom Filter
scheme, called the Balanced Bloom Filter. Finally, we show that
this scheme can reduce the false positive rate by up to two orders
of magnitude, with a worst-case cost of up to 3 memory accesses
for each element and an overflow list size of 0.5% of the elements.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Bloom Filter is a space-efficient randomized data structure that supports approximate set membership queries [1].
Its quality is measured by its false positive rate (FPR), i.e.
the probability that a set membership query returns TRUE,
while the element is not in the set; Bloom Filters always
have zero false negative rate. Bloom Filters are often used in
network applications for caching, routing, forwarding, traffic
monitoring, and traffic measurements [2], [3].
Unfortunately, while efficient in memory space, Bloom
Filters require a significant number of memory accesses. For
instance, a Bloom Filter with 30 bits per element yields
negligible FPR, but also requires to access about 30·ln 2 ≈ 21
memory bits per element. Note that each of these bits can
reside in an arbitrary location over the memory space. Thus,
such a Bloom Filter would need a prohibitive memory access
bandwidth when either implemented in an off-chip setting (that
is, requiring accessing 21 memory blocks per element) or
distributed over a network (equivalently, it may be required
to access 21 nodes per element).
One proposal to improve the access-efficiency of Bloom
Filters is to use a Blocked Bloom Filter [4], [5], in which
each element is first hashed using a single hash function
to one of the memory blocks, and then the memory block
operates a local Bloom Filter. Although this technique is
clearly access-efficient, since each element requires to access a

single memory block, it also suffers from a high false positive
rate, due to a typical load imbalance between the memory
blocks. Such an imbalance is inherent in this scheme due
to the fact that, given n elements and n memory blocks,
the maximum block load is O (log n/ log log n) with high
probability, while the average block load is 1 [6].
To tackle this problem, our basic approach is to use loadbalancing schemes, making the number of elements in each
memory block as balanced as possible. We further propose to
use an overflow list that stores elements hashed to overloaded
memory-blocks. The overflow list is typically small. For
example, it can be implemented using a content-addressable
memory (CAM), which supports parallel-lookup operations.
We study this problem using a general access-efficient
approach to the balancing problem, a fundamental problem
that lies at the core of many operations and applications in
modern distributed and communication systems.
We model the balancing problem using a balls and bins
model [7], and more specifically its sequential multiple-choice
variant [6]. In this model, n balls are placed in m bins.
Before placing a ball, d bins are chosen according to some
distribution (e.g., uniformly at random) and the ball is placed
in one of these bins following some rule (for example, in the
least occupied bin). Moreover, we consider an extension of
this model that allows a small fraction γ of the balls not to
be placed in the bins; these balls are either disregarded or
stored in a dedicated overflow list, usually implemented in
an expensive memory (a similar model was considered, for
example, in [8]). The quality of the balancing is measured by
the load on the bins: The resulting load at each bin induces a
certain cost, which is calculated by an arbitrary non-decreasing
convex cost function φ. Our goal is to minimize the overall
expected cost of the system.
We further impose the following restriction: each operation
can look at up to a < d bins on average, before deciding
where to place the ball. Note that in most reasonable scenarios,
checking the status of a bin (e.g., its occupancy) corresponds
to either a memory access or a probe over the network. Thus,
our restriction can be viewed as imposing a memory access
budget on the insertion algorithm. Given this access budget,
we aim at achieving the highest-quality balancing.
Our Contributions: In this paper, we propose a new
access-efficient Bloom Filter architecture, called Balanced
Bloom Filter. We first maintain balancing schemes to distribute
the elements between the memory blocks. The basic way of
operation of these schemes is to query the load of the hashed

memory block, and in case the load exceeds some threshold,
another hash function is used. We also propose to use an
optional overflow list to store elements that all hash functions
used map to already overloaded memory blocks.
To study this problem, we explore the optimality region
of the balancing problem. Namely, we consider different
balancing schemes at different loads, and determine several
selections of the access budget a and the overflow fraction
γ such that the balancing scheme is optimal with respect to
the cost function φ. In particular, given some access budget a
within a predetermined range, we will show that our scheme
is optimal for some γ(a), and for any γ satisfying γ ≥ γ(a),
thus defining an optimality region over the (a, γ) plane.
To show optimality, we first provide lower bounds on the
minimum cost of each instance of the problem. The lower
bound depends on the access budget a, the number of hash
functions d, and the overflow list size, but, quite surprisingly,
does not depend on the cost function φ. Our lower bounds
hold when all hash functions have uniform distribution or
when their overall distribution is uniform (in the latter case,
the hash function distributions can be different). Then, we
provide three different schemes that meet the lower bounds
on different access budgets; we further find the minimum
size of the overflow list that should be provided in order to
achieve optimality. All our analytical models are compared
with simulations showing their accuracy.
We conclude by showing how, with a proper choice of the
cost function φ, the balancing problem can be directly used to
optimize Bloom Filters. For example, for an average number
of access operations of 1.2, and 0.5% of the elements stored
in the overflow list, the false positive rate can be reduced by
up to two orders of magnitude.
Further, since the cost function φ is general, our approach
can have many applications, such as other Bloom Filter implementations [9], Counting Bloom Filter variants [10], [11],
and linked-list–based hash tables with optimal variance [12].
Paper Organization: We first describe our basic architecture of the Balanced Bloom Filters in Section II. Then, the
optimal balancing problem is defined in Section III, followed
by our lower bound results in Section IV. The three optimal
schemes and their analysis are presented in Sections V, VI,
and VII, while a comparative study appears in Section VIII.
In Section IX we show how the solution of the balancing
problem can be used to construct access-efficient Balanced
Bloom Filters. Finally, Section X surveys related work.
Due to space limits, the detailed proofs and an additional
application of our study are presented in [12].
II. BALANCED B LOOM F ILTERS
In this section we present the basic architecture of the
Balanced Bloom Filter. Our architecture follows the two
guidelines of balancing the elements between the memory
blocks and the usage of an overflow list.
In our basic architecture, illustrated in Fig. 1, each memory
block functions as a local Bloom Filter, with the only mod-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a Balanced Bloom Filter implementation based on
MHT , with three subtables.

ification that the memory block also saves some bits for a
counter storing the number of elements inserted locally.
Although any balancing scheme can be used, for the purpose
of the section we rely on a special case of the multi-level hash
table (MHT) balancing scheme.The memory is divided into d
separate subtables T1 , . . . , Td , with a uniform hash function
for each one of these subtables. Upon an element arrival, it is
placed in the first subtable in which the corresponding mapped
memory block has load lower than a pre-defined threshold h.
If no such memory block exists, the element is placed in the
overflow list. As a consequence, a lookup operation follows
the exact same steps as the insertion operation.
Fig. 1 illustrates an insertion of a new element with h = 3.
The memory consists of 3 subtables of decreasing size, with
4, 2 and 1 memory blocks, respectively. Each memory block
is of size 6 bits, with 2 bits for the counter and 4 for the local
Bloom Filter. When element y arrives, it is first hashed into
the memory block of subtable T1 with address 10. The counter
at this memory block indicates that 3 elements have already
been inserted. Since this load is equal to the threshold h = 3,
the scheme then tries to insert the element into subtable T2 .
In this subtable, the element is hashed into the memory block
with address 01, where there are 2 elements. Since 2 < h, the
element is inserted into this memory block. The dashed arrow
to subtable T3 illustrates a hash function that is not actually
performed. In addition, the element x is in the overflow list
because all of its corresponding buckets were full upon its
insertion.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
To further study our problem, we first define and solve
the optimal access-constrained balancing problem in the following sections. In this section, we define the notations and
settings of this balancing problem.
Let B be a set of m buckets (or bins) of unbounded size,
and let E be a set of n elements (or balls) that should be
n
distributed among the buckets. In addition, denote by r = m
the element-per-bucket ratio.
Assume also that there exists an overflow list [8], i.e. a
special bucket of bounded size γ ·n (namely, at most a fraction

γ of the elements can be placed in the list), which can be
used by the insertion algorithm at any time. For example,
depending on the application, the overflow list may correspond
to a dedicated memory—e.g., content-addressable memory
(CAM)—in hardware-implemented hash-table, or to the loss
ratio when the balancing scheme is allowed to drop elements.
Elements are inserted into either one of the m buckets or
the overflow list, according to some balancing scheme with at
most d hash-functions per element, which is defined as follows
(a similar definition appears in [13]).
Definition 1: A balancing scheme consists of:
(i) d hash-function probability distributions over bucket set B,
used to generate a hash-function set H = {H1 , . . . , Hd } of d
independent random hash functions;
(ii) an insertion algorithm that places each element x ∈ E in
one of the d buckets {H1 (x), . . . , Hd (x)} or in the overflow
list. The insertion algorithm is an online algorithm, which
places the elements one after the other with no knowledge
of future elements.
The access-efficiency of a balancing scheme is measured by
the number of bucket accesses needed to store the incoming
elements. We assume that a balancing scheme needs to access
a bucket to obtain any information on it. We do not count
accesses to the overflow list.
We further consider two constraints, which can be seen
as either power- or throughput-constraints depending on the
application. First, we require that the average number of
bucket accesses per element insertion must be bounded by
some constant a ≥ 0. In addition, notice that the worst-case
number of bucket accesses per element insertion is always
bounded by d, because an element does not need to consider
any of its d hash functions more than once. These two
constraints are captured by the following definition:
Definition 2: An ha, d, ri balancing scheme is a balancing
scheme that inserts all elements with an average (respectively,
maximum) number of bucket accesses per insertion of at most
a (respectively, d), when given an element per bucket ratio r.
We are now ready to define the optimal balancing problem,
which is the focus of this paper. Let φ : N 7→ R be the cost
function mapping the occupancy of a bucket to its real-valued
cost. We assume that φ is non-decreasing and convex. Our
goal is to minimize the expected overall cost:
Definition 3: Let Oj be a random variable that counts
the number of elements in the j-th bucket. Given γ, a,
d and r, the OPTIMAL ACCESS - CONSTRAINED BALANCING
PROBLEM consists of finding an ha, d, ri balancing scheme
that minimizes
m

1 X
E (φ (Oj )).
m→∞ m
j=1

φBAL = lim

Whenever defined, let φBAL
OPT denote its optimal cost.
For example, in the trivial case of the identity cost function
φ(x) = x and no overflow list (γ = 0), φBAL
OPT corresponds to
the average load per bucket, which is exactly r, no matter what
insertion algorithm or hash functions are used.

IV. T HEORETICAL L OWER B OUNDS
We next show a lower bound on the achievable value of
the optimal cost φBAL
OPT , as a function of the number of buckets
m, the number of elements n, the average number of bucket
accesses a, and the overflow fraction γ.
The lower bound is derived using a modified offline setting.
In this setting, each bucket access is considered as a distinct
element, as if initially a · n distinct elements were hashed to
the buckets, using a single hash function each. After storing
all elements, we conceptually choose exactly (a − 1 + γ) · n
of the elements in a way that minimizes the cost function
φBAL , resulting in exactly (1 − γ) · n elements in the buckets.
Since the cost function φ is convex, then the marginal cost
is the largest in the most occupied buckets. Therefore, a
cost-minimizing removal process would remove element by
element, picking the next element to remove in the most
occupied bucket at each time.
Since we picked these elements in an offline manner, we
necessarily perform better than any online setting. Thus, we
bound the achievable value of φBAL
OPT .
Theorem 1: When all hash functions are uniform, the optimal expected limit balancing cost φBAL
OPT in the OPTIMAL
ACCESS - CONSTRAINED BALANCING PROBLEM is lowerbounded by
k0 +1

φBAL
LB =

X

PLB (i) · φ (i) ,

j=0

where k0 is the largest integer such that


a · r · Γ (k0 , a · r)
Γ (k0 + 1, a · r)
< r (1 − γ) ,
+ k0 · 1 −
(k0 − 1)!
k0 !

R∞
Γ (s, x) = x ts−1 e−t dt is the upper incomplete gamma
function, and PLB is a specific distribution that depends only
on a, r, and γ, but does not depend on the cost function φ.
Specifically, the distribution PLB is defined as follows:
 −a·r (a·r)i

e

i!


 e−a·r (a·r)k0 + e0 + k0 + 1−
k0 !
PLB (i) =
k0 p0 − p0 − r · (1 − γ)




 −e0 − k0 + k0 p0 + r · (1 − γ)
0

0 ≤ i < k0
i = k0
i = k0 + 1
otherwise

Γ(k0 +1,a·r)
0 ,a·r)
.
where e0 = a·r·Γ(k
(k0 −1)! , and p0 =
(k0 )!
Proof Outline: (We remind that full proofs are provided
in [12]) As explained, the proof considers an offline setting
with a · n elements. We then note that the random variable
X that counts the number of elements in a specific bucket
after the initial placement of the a · n elements is distributed
approximately as Poisson with λ = a·n
m , whose cumulative distribution function (CDF) is given by Pr{X ≤ x} = Γ(x+1,λ)
.
x!
Since elements are then removed one by one from the largest
buckets, we intuitively “cut the right side” of the Poisson
distribution, up to a precise point k0 provided by the problem
parameters.
Interestingly, the element-elimination algorithm does not
depend on the precise convex cost function φ. This is why
the resulting bucket-load distribution PLB is independent of φ
as well.
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Fig. 2. The probability density function of the distribution PLB over the
bucket occupancies with load r = 8, overflow fraction γ = 0, and different
values of average access rate a.

In addition, this distribution PLB is defined on a compact
space. As a result, it can also be shown that if a sequence
of cost functions {φk } converges pointwise to some cost
function φ, then the sequence of lower bounds converges as
well to the corresponding lower bound on φ. This can then be
used to extend the cost functions to the maximum-load metric
commonly used in the literature [6], [14], [15].
Fig. 2 shows the lower-bound distribution PLB (i) for load
n
= 8, overflow fraction γ = 0 and average access rate
r= m
a ∈ {1, 1.1, 1.2}. Note that when a = 1, all elements use a
single lookup, and therefore there is no element elimination
in the offline algorithm. The distribution PLB simply follows a
Poisson distribution with parameter λ = r, as shown using the
solid line. Then, for larger values of a, the element elimination
algorithm reduces the probability of having a large bin load.
We also consider a setting where ℓ ≤ d different distributions over the buckets are used by the d hash functions. Denote
these distributions by f 1 , . . . , f ℓ , and assume that distribution
f i is used by a fraction ki of the total bucket accesses, with
P
ℓ
1. We now show that Theorem 1 holds also in this
i=1 ki = P
ℓ
1
.
case when p=1 kp fp (i) = m
Pℓ
1
Theorem 2: If
p=1 kp fp (i) = m then the optimal exBAL
pected limit balancing cost φOPT in the OPTIMAL ACCESS CONSTRAINED BALANCING PROBLEM has the same lower
bound as in Theorem 1.
V.

SINGLE

- A S INGLE -C HOICE BALANCING S CHEME

We have found a lower-bound for the optimal cost. In the
sequel, we focus on finding values of a and γ in which we
can match this bound.
We start by analyzing a simplistic balancing scheme, denoted SINGLE, that is associated with 2 parameters h and
p. This scheme only uses a single uniformly-distributed hash
function H. Each element is stored in bucket H (x) if it has
less than h elements. In case there are exactly h elements, the
element is stored in the bucket with probability p and in the
overflow list with probability 1 − p. Otherwise, the element is
stored in the overflow list.
In recent years, several balancing schemes have been modeled using a deterministic system of differential equations [13],
[16]–[18]. We adopt this approach and provide a succinct
description of SINGLE in [12]. Then, we solve the system of
differential equations yielding the following optimality result.
Theorem 3: Consider the SINGLE balancing scheme with
m buckets and n elements, and use the notations of k0 , p0 ,

e0 and P from Theorem 1. Then for any value of γ, the
SINGLE scheme solves the OPTIMAL ACCESS - CONSTRAINED
BALANCING PROBLEM for a = 1 whenever it satisfies the two
following conditions:
(i) h = k0 ;
(ii) p is the solution of the following fixed-point equation:
e−p·r
(1−p)h

VI.

−

e−r
(1−p)h

(r·(1−p))i
i!

Ph−1
i=0

SEQUENTIAL

= P (k0 ) .

- A M ULTIPLE -C HOICE BALANCING
S CHEME

We now introduce the SEQUENTIAL scheme, which is also
associated with two parameters h and p. In the SEQUENTIAL
scheme, we use an ordered collection of d hash functions H =
{H1 , . . . , Hd }, such that all functions are independent and uniformly distributed. Upon inserting an element x, the scheme
successively reads the buckets H1 (x), H2 (x), . . . , Hd (x), and
places x in the first bucket that satisfies one of the following
two conditions: (i) the bucket stores less than h elements, or,
(ii) the bucket stores exactly h elements, and x is inserted
with probability p. If the insertion algorithm fails to store
the element in all the d buckets, x is stored in the overflow
list. Last, to keep an average number of bucket accesses per
element of at most a, the process stops when a total of a · n
bucket accesses has been reached; the remaining elements are
placed in the overflow list.
We analyze the SEQUENTIAL scheme by reducing it to the
SINGLE scheme: Since both the SINGLE and SEQUENTIAL
schemes use the same uniform distribution, a new attempt to
insert an element after an unsuccessful previous attempt in the
SEQUENTIAL scheme is equivalent to creating a new element
in the SINGLE scheme and then trying to insert it. In other
words, the number of elements successfully inserted by the
SEQUENTIAL scheme after considering n elements and using
a total of a · n bucket accesses is the same as the number
of elements successfully inserted by the SINGLE scheme after
considering a · n elements.
Theorem 4: Consider the SEQUENTIAL balancing scheme
with m buckets and n elements, and use the notations
of k0 , p0 , e0 and P from Theorem 1. The SEQUENTIAL
scheme solves the OPTIMAL ACCESS - CONSTRAINED BAL ANCING PROBLEM whenever it satisfies the three following
conditions:
(i) h = k0 ;
(ii) all a · n memory accesses are exhausted before or immediately after trying to insert the n-th element;
(iii) p is the solution of the following fixed-point equation:
e−p·a·r
(1−p)h

−

e−a·r
(1−p)h

Ph−1
i=0

(a·r·(1−p))i
i!

= P (k0 ) .

Moreover, the optimality region is given by the overflow list
of size γ0 · n that results in exhausting all a · n memory
immediately after trying to insert the n-th element.
VII. T HE M ULTI -L EVEL H ASH TABLE ( MHT ) BALANCING
S CHEME
The multi-level hash table (MHT) balancing scheme conceptually consists of d separate subtables T1 , . . . , Td , where Ti has
αi · n buckets, and d associated hash functions H1 , . . . , Hd ,

e
(1−p)h

e
(1−p)h
−a·r

−p·a·r

−

Ph−1
i=0

(a·r·(1−p))
i!

i

= P (k0 ) ;

(iv) the subtable sizes
αj ·m follow a geometric decrease of

1−p(a)
factor p(a): αj = 1−p(a)
p (a)j−1 .
d
Moreover, the optimality region is given by the overflow list
of size γ · n that results in exhausting all a · n memory
accesses immediately after trying to insert the n-th element.
Furthermore, if all four conditions are met then all buckets
have an identical occupancy distribution.
VIII. C OMPARATIVE E VALUATION AND A NALYSIS
Fig. 3(a) shows the optimality region of SEQUENTIAL and
MHT with element-per-bucket ratio r = 8, and d = 3 hash
functions. For each value of the average number of bucket accesses a, it shows the minimum value of the overflow fraction
γ that suffices to solve the OPTIMAL ACCESS - CONSTRAINED
BALANCING PROBLEM . For instance, we can see that for
a ≈ 1.1, SEQUENTIAL achieves optimality for an overflow
fraction equal to or larger than approximately 1%. In addition,
Fig. 3(b) shows the optimality region of SEQUENTIAL and
MHT with a = 1.2 and d = 3 for different values of r. We
can see that MHT scales better to higher loads.
IX. A NALYSIS OF THE BALANCED B LOOM F ILTER
Blocked Bloom Filters [4], [5] form the first attempt to
design an access-efficient Bloom Filter. They constrain the
k hashed bits to be located in the same memory block, thus
causing a single memory access. The Blocked Bloom Filter
mechanism can be modeled using the SINGLE scheme with
no overflow list (γ = 0) and with a cost function φ, where
φ (i) expresses the false positive rate incurred to an element in
a given memory block given that i elements
to this
 are hashed
 B
1 ki
≈
memory block. More precisely, φ (i) = 1 − 1 − B
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defined such that Hi never returns values of bucket indices
outside Ti .
Using the MHT scheme, element x is placed in the smallest
i that satisfies one of the following two conditions: (i) the
bucket Hi (x) stores less than h elements, or, (ii) the bucket
Hi (x) stores exactly h elements, and element x is then inserted
with probability p. If the insertion algorithm fails to store
the element in all the d tables, x is placed in the overflow
list. Since that smallest i with available space is used, the
bucket accesses for each element x are sequential, starting
from H1 (x) until a place is found or all d hash functions are
used (and the element is stored in the overflow list).
We skip to the optimality theorem of the MHT scheme.
Theorem 5: Consider an ha, d, ri MHT balancing
P scheme in
which each subtable Tj has αj ·m buckets, with αj = 1, and
use the notations of k0 , p0 , e0 and P from Theorem 1. Further,
let p (a) denote the overflow fraction of the SINGLE scheme
with a · n elements. Then, the ha, d, ri MHT scheme solves
the OPTIMAL ACCESS - CONSTRAINED BALANCING PROBLEM
whenever it satisfies the following four conditions:
(i) h = k0 ;
(ii) all a · n memory accesses are exhausted before or immediately after trying to insert the n-th element;
(iii) p is the solution of the following fixed-point equation:

standard (a ≈ k)
blocked (a=1, γ = 0)
SINGLE (a=1, γ ≈ 0.005)
MHT (a=1.2, γ ≈ 0.005)
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Fig. 4. False positive rates of different Bloom Filter schemes with memory
block size of B = 256 bits and variable load r. SINGLE and MHT use overflow
fraction γ ≈ 0.5%.

k
ki
1 − e− B , where B is the size in bits of the memory block
and k is the number of hash functions used. However, although
the SINGLE scheme is optimal, its average number of memory
accesses is a = 1, thus it achieves poor balancing of the
elements resulting in a high false positive rate. In this section
we suggest to use our optimal online schemes to achieve a
better balancing between the memory blocks, and therefore, a
better false positive rate.
Assuming memory blocks of size B bits and bits-perelement ratio β, the number of elements per bucket r is
B/β. Using the optimal online balancing schemes described
above to implement a Balanced Bloom Filter requires saving
b = ⌈log2 (k0 + 2)⌉ bits in every memory block to count
the elements hashed into each one. Thus, we get φ (i) =
k

ki
1 − e− B−b .
In the standard Bloom Filter, the optimal false positive
rate is achieved when using k = r · ln 2 hash functions [2].
Although this may not be the best choice in our settings, we
will use the same k for simplicity. Then, by further taking
into consideration the distribution of the number of memory
block accesses upon a query, the overall false positive rate can
be computed.
Fig. 4 compares the false positive rate for different values
of bits-per-element ratios with memory block size B = 256.
The MHT balancing scheme has a = 1.2 and d = 3. Thus, by
Theorems 1 and 5, we get that the overflow list size needed is



γ ≈ 0.5%. For comparison, Fig. 4 presents the performance
of both the SINGLE balancing scheme with the same overflow
list size and the Blocked Bloom Filter, which is equivalent to
the SINGLE scheme with no overflow list.
Because of the usage of the small overflow list, the SIN GLE balancing scheme performs only slightly better than
the Blocked Bloom Filter scheme. For low values of bitsper-element ratio, the MHT scheme performs worse. This is
due to the need to check multiple memory blocks (up to d)
on a query operation. However, demonstrating the power in
balancing, for larger values of bits-per-element ratios, the MHT
performs better by up to two orders of magnitude, and only
one order of magnitude worse than the standard Bloom Filter,
which uses an access-inefficient scheme with a ≈ k accesses.
For example, for a bit-per-element ratio of 24, k = 17
hash functions are used, introducing up to 17 memory-read
operations in the standard Bloom Filter, which can clearly
present memory-throughput and power-consumption issues.
X. R ELATED W ORK
In the Introduction, we surveyed the relevant work related to
Bloom Filters. The balancing problem was also extensively investigated in the last decades under various forms [19]. Prime
examples include task balancing between many machines [20],
item distribution over several locations [21], bandwidth allocation in communication channels [19] or within switches and
routers [22], and hash-based data structures [23].
Our paper is related to the sequential static multiple-choice
balls-and-bins problem described above. This model was first
considered in [6], and has had a large impact on modern
algorithms and data structures (see surveys in [17], [24]).
Note that most papers considered the maximum load of the
system, while our paper considers the entire load distribution
(including the maximum load).
Access-constrained hash-schemes were also considered
in [13], which, however, did not consider a cost minimization
problem and cannot deal with infinite-size bins.
Finally, we note that concurrently, another work has also
proposed to balance the elements in the context of Bloom
Filters [25]. However, beyond the mere balancing approach,
we further provide a theoretical framework for the general
problem of balancing the elements subject to a given access
budget.
XI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an access-efficient variant of
Bloom Filters, called the Balanced Bloom Filter. In this
variant, each element is first assigned to a memory block,
where a local Bloom Filter is maintained. Our basic approach was two-folded. First, we proposed to maintain loadbalancing schemes: a simple approach (using only a single
hash function), a sequential approach, and a mutli-level hashtable approach. And second, we proposed to use an overflow
list that can store elements that are hashed to overloaded
buckets.

To study this problem, we presented an access-constrained
balancing problem and showed that, for some specific parameters, our proposed load-balancing schemes are optimal.
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